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�titntifit �mtritln. THE UTILIZATION OF PETROLEUM. I paratus, though it consists simply of a cellular tier of fire 
In an article on the outlook in the petroleum region, a ' bricks placed on end and having a horizontal thickness of 18 

late number of the Petroleum &pOl'wr says: "When we see I inches Within these cells the combustion begins. 
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Europe so stocked and filled with the product that the values I From a tank placed in any convenient position the pump 
have gone below any point heretofore reached within the draws the petroleum, and forces it, at about 10 lbs. pressure, 
history of the trade, and when, in addition to this, we see a into the vapor generator in a very slender stream, where it 
greater activity in the producing region than has ever before � flows downward in a thin layer, dropping from shelf to 
been known to continue and enlarge the over-production, it : shelf. It thus meets the opposing curreut of superheated 
is little less than absurd to hope for any result except bank-I steam which passes upward from the superheater; thence 
ruptcy to the producer." I the combined vapors or gases pass through a pipe to the 

O. D. MUNN. A. E. BEACH. With home and foreign markets filled to repletion; with. mixing chamber to receive the required amount of air, and ----- --- -- - -- ----------- -
an increasing production both here and abroad; with the I from this into the cellular combustion chamber, where be-
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C .,.,  Y the value of that left, by emptying most of it into the river and we consider the Eames arrangement to be admirably MUNN & 0 .• ", Park Row, New ork. . . . I Th S 1 

tift A 1 S I t
or burnmg It up, has been serIously advocated by some of adapted to that end. 

e c en c mer can upp emen . . I 
Is a distinct paper from the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. THE SUPPLEMENT them. Such a pIau, however, would serve to stImulate m-, For the purpose of guaranteeing absolute safety in the use 
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I 
they wIll doubtless contmue for a long tIme. - mto the generator, and, at the same time, mterp03es an m-

Comblne.\ Rates. -The SCIE"TIFIC AMERICAN and SUPPLEMENT The producers and holders of petroleum have for years I surmountable obstacle between the generator and oil tank 
will be sent for one year. postage free. on receipt of Seven dollars. Both been too much occupied in getting and accumulating, and to any chance reaction of gases or flame. Pressure gauges 
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-hate given too little attention to the possible ways of dis- I on the oil feed pipe and on the generator serve to give fur-eS:w.es way o reIUI S y ra ,pos a 0 er,orre 8 ere e r. ' i  Address MUNN & CO .• 37 Park Row. N. Y. posing of it. New applications, new uses for the product, ther security in the manipulation of the apparatus. 

Selentlftc AmerIcan Export Edition. I are imperatively necessary to restore a healthy tone to this I Success in this direction rests upon clearly defined genera) 
The SCIENTIFIC AMERICA N Export Edition Is a large and splendid perl- industry. Some plan must be discovered by which the con- principles, which, in this instance, are well understood and 

odtcal, Issued once a month. Each number contains about one hundred! sumption shall be made to keep more even pace with the I applied; and the result offers to oil producers an extcr.,iw large qnarto pages. profusely Illustrated. embracing: (1.) Most of the ! • • •  plates and pages of the four preceding weekly tssues of the SCIE"'TIFIC productIOn. use for their product, and to the Iron manufacturers the way 
�M>'RICAN. with Its splendid engravings and valuable Information: (2.) I Already we are witnessing the beginning of a great change to make better and cheaper iron. 
Commercial. trade. an� �anufacturlng announceme?ts of leading houses. in the manufacture of illuminatinO' gas which though in .. ( e •.. 'l'erms for Export EditIOn, $5.00 a ye:lr, sent prepaid to any part of the, 0 J J 
world. Single .copies 50 cents. Ia'" Manufacturers and others who desire' its infancy, and opposed at every step by watchful and per- A TRADE MARX DECISION, 
to secure lorelin trllde may haV!! large. and handsomely displayed an- I sistent coal gas monopolies will eventually afford a broad During the four years in which the United States trade noun cements published in this edition at a very moderate cost. . . ' .  • .  • • . 

The SCIE"TIFIC AM>''''CAN Export Edition has a large guaranteed ctrcu- outlet for thIS all. The consumptIOn of three gallons or mark law has been m force, the questIOn of ItS constItutIOn· 
latlon In all commercial places tbroughout the world. Address M UNN & thereabouts of petroleum per one thousand feet of gas by the ality has not been raised in the courts until quite recently. 
CO.,87 park Row, New York. new processes, whose success has been fully demonstrated In the case of Leidersdorff & Co., tobacconists, to enjoin 
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in Baltimore, Philadelphia, and many other places, is a mat- Flint & Co. from the use of certain labels, the defe!)dants 
ter, we should think, of sufficient importance to assure the demurred, and held that the court had no jurisdiction. In 
co-operation of the oil producers in extending the benefits his decision, November 12, Judge Dyer, of the United States 
of the processes and defending them against the present gas Court, Milwaukee. Wis., sustained the demurrer, deciding 
monopolies. that the constitutionality of the trade mark statute cannot 

Contents. But it is especially in the application of petroleum as fuel be sustained under the clause which gives to Congress the 
to metallurgic and other purposes that sufficient and perma- power to regulate commerce among the several States, nor 
nent relief can best be secured, and it is a matter of great under any other of the provisions of the Constitution pre-
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troleum, in iron working, removes 'the contaminating sul
phur and phosphorus more thoroughly even than the Sie
mens gas process. 

These advantages, then, which petroleum possesses over 
coal, must inevitably draw its producers and the iron manu-

For the Week endln& November 30, 1818. facturers into closer relationship, where they will be mutu-
Price 10 cents. For sale by all newsdealers. ally dependent and of mutual benefit to each other. But as 
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way be produced. 
A petroleum furnace, to work successfully, should be so 

constructed as to secure intimate mixture of the gases, com
plete combustion in the body of the furnace, and a supply 
and pressure of the incandescent steam, air. and oil adjusta
ble to the varying working conditions. 

Above all others thus far brought to our notice the Eames 
furnace seems to possess these requisites in a superior de
gree; the shape of the body of the furnace differs but little 
from the ordinary iron furnace, but in place of the fire place 
and ash pit are a vapor generator. a superheater, a mixing 
chamber,and a combustion chamber, while in close proximity, 
as a very important part of the apparatus, is a small force 
pump. The superheater is a double casting, inclosing the 
fire, so chambered that the steam which enters it is brought 
in contact with ample heating surface before passing into 
the vapor generator, about 150 pounds of coal per diem 
being used in this. 

The vapor generator is a cast iron vessel of about 18x30 
inches internal dimensions, placed over the superheater, and 
containing a number of shelves or plates set one above an
other, projecting alternately from opposite sides. Next in 
order is the mixing chamber, where the steam and oil vapors 
are mingled with the proper amount of air; and beyond this, 
occupying the place of the usual bridge wall, is the com
bustion chamber, which is an indispensable part of the ap-
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THE WASTAGE OF CARBON IN ELECTRIC LAMPS, 

One source of failure in electric lighting by the incandes
cence of carbon in a vacuum, or in an atmosphere furnish
ing no recognized supporter of combustion, has been the 
gradual wasting of the carbon, due to "Volatilization accord
ing to received explanations. 

The electrical inventor of the Sawyer-Man lamp says 
that this explanation is erroneous; there can be no volatiliza
tion under the circumstances, since the carbon is not fused. 
The wastage is due, he says, entirely to a process of decom
position and recomposition, the smallest trace of any sub 
stance capable of uniting with the carbon at the high tem
perature of the electric light sufficing with time to destroy 
the incandescent carbon. Thus in a lamp globe charged 
with carbonic CO or CO" the gas is decomposed, the car
bon deposited on the cooler glass, and the oxygen left free 
to attack the carbon; and this "circular" process goes on 
so long as the light is kept up, the minutest trace of oxygen 
sufficing to destroy any mass of carbon. 

In the course of extended experiments Messrs. Sawyer & 
Man claim to have positively aEcertained that sulphur and 
phosphorus are equally as destructive of the carbon burner 
as oxygen; that chlorine is fatal to it, and hydrogen; and 
that any compound gas whatever, even in the smallest quan
tities, is sure destruction to carbon under such conditions. 
The only gases that will not combine with carbon are pure 
carbon and pure nitrogen, singly or together. The Sawyer
Man lamp is filled chiefly, Mr. Sawyer says, with pure nitro
gen. Yet there is also a portion of pure carbon gas. The 
secret of the preparation he does not reveal. 

. .• a. 
VDTILATION OF VESSELS. 

Medical Inspector, Thomas J. Turner, U. S. Navy, a 
member of the board appointed to consider and report a 
plan for the better ventilation of the vessl!lls of the navy, 
has reported in favor of a modified form of the Napier sys
tem. Next to securing a larger supply of pure air. Mr. 
Turner insists on drier air. The unwholesomeness of the 
air of the berth decks is increased by its excessive humidity, 
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